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Device Category
  ACS IAS FPS CCTV DVR Perimetry Building External Other

Supported Functionality
  Import From File   Combined Credentials

  Lift   Encrypted Communication

  Device Auto Import   Time Synchronization

  Time Zone Support   Live Video Streaming

  Recorded Video Streaming   Video Records Downloading

  Voice Transmitting   Audio Streaming

  PTZ   Presets

  Motion Detection   Live Stream Snapshot

  Recorded Stream Snapshot   Multiple Stream Types

  Fire Panel Networking Mode   Card Learning

  Dynamic Upload   Access Time Restriction

  Holidays Support   Pin Management

  Card Management   Fingerprint Management

  Reserved Memory Zones   Antipassback Forgiveness

  Handicapped Flag   Alarm Suppression

  Fire Alarm Counter   Device Audit Log Retrieval

  Remote Device Control   Dynamic Command State

  Wiegand Biometric Support

Legend:

  – Fully supported functionality.

  – Partially supported functionality, see results of integrations tests for more details.

Supported Card Segments
Facility   Issue   Number

Supported Pin Lengths
  4   5   6   7   8

Licensed Unit
HUB

Default Credentials
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Key Value

empty

How to Connect Device to C4

The prerequisite for installation is the knowledge of the C4 system at the installation and configuration level, as

well as knowledge of the Aperio system at the same level. Also prerequisite for most steps is configuration and

pairing of Aperio devices thru Aperio Programming Application.

 

After installing C4, before first connecting the device:

Create card types:

Navigation → Credentials Types → +

where:

Issue code is always 16 bits

Facility code is not used

Card Number based on actual number of card bits (26 for iClass, 32 for Mifare or 56 for DesFire)

Conversion patterns are not used

E.g.

Name: "Aperio 26"

Total bit length: 42

Issue code bit length: 16

Card Number bit length: 26

 

Fill Holidays:

Navigation → Holidays → + (create a calendar, such as Holidays of your country)

 

Build the device tree:

 

Connect all hubs and locks, configure with Aperio Programming Application, set IP address, TCP port e.g. 9997,

TLS encryption (not during the first installation), Manufacurer mode

 

Create server:

Navigation → Devices → Installation → Add  → Access Control → ACU server Bus Controller

Fill parameters:

TCP Port: 9997

TLS: Encrypted communication with HUBs - do not check during the first installation, otherwise depending on

device settings

→ Next ...
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Navigation → Devices → Installation → ACU Server 9997 → Commands → Start

 

If ACU Server is not in a minute at active state (blue icon in device tree) please end the C4 client, restart the

server, run the C4 client (after the restart of Windows the C4 client may not be started immediately, it is

necessary to wait until the relevant system services are run - it can be tested e.g. by logging into the client until

it is successful)

Add all the HUBs devices, Door (Lock) devices under HUBs and Card Readers devices under every Door

device according to your real configuration.

If you see in event log a message saying that the device (HUB) is missing (about a minute after the start of ACU

server), you can add it using context menu in log record. The same procedure you can use for adding the

doors.Navigation → Devices → Installation → ACU Server 9997 → Add ... (for the meaning of parameters,

please refer to the configuration). Please do not forget to insert the Card Reader device under every Door

device.

 

Generate a certificate for secure communication with C4:

Run the AperioCertificate.exe program that is included in the driver. The certificate will be stored in the Windows

certificate store. If the program runs without command line parameters, the certificate is valid for 50 years. The

program can also be started with the following parameters:

AperioCertificate.exe <validity_years> <tcp_port>
where <validity_years> is the validity period of the certificate that may be given by the organization's security

policy. If you enter the <tcp_port> parameter, the certificate for SSL / TLS communication will automatically be

registered with this command:

netsh http add sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:<tcp_port> certhash=<hash_code> appid={<guid
Important: please run AperioCertificate.exe as Administrator from folder where is installed (because

the program requires DLLs from the same folder)

Turn on TLS encryption (Navigation → Devices → Installation → ACU Server → General Settings → TLS

 

Switch HUBs to TLS encryption mode (using Aperio Programming Application)

HUBs should change the color to blue - online (it may take about a minute) if it does not, try to restart HUBs in

Aperio Programming Application, or quit C4 client and restart the server

 

Test that communication works, for example by attaching a card and checking in the Events or better in the log,

at the end you must see the communication activity:

"c:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Temp\C4\server\Debug.Full.log"

 

Switch HUBs and Locks to Customer Mode (using Aperio Programming Application)

Using system Aperio without encrypted communication (TLS) oder in manufacturer mode is security risk.
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Next steps please refer to the C4 documentation:

 

The following actions should be performed:

 

Set which ACU Server Credentials types to use:

Navigation → Devices → Installation → ACU Server → Credential Types

check all types

 

Enter automatic actions, such as Automatically unlocking / opening doors in office hours:

Navigation → Automatic actions → + (unlock)

Name: "Office hours - begin"

Enabled: check

At: 8:00

then → Open permanently

Device: choose a door

 

Navigation → Automatic actions → + (lock)

Name: "Office hours - end"

Enabled: check

At: 17:00

then → Lock

Device: choose a Door device

 

Create Access Levels:

Navigation → Access Levels

 

Insert cards:

Navigation → Cards

or Navigation → Persons → Root → Person → Credentials → Learn Card (button with the hand holding the card),

enter the reader to add the cards, attach the card to reader

 

Enter persons:

Navigation → Persons

Assign rights or unassigned cards to people.
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Configuration

ACU server

This is root device.

PROPERTY RANGE DEFAULT

TCPport 1-65535

The TCP port on which the server listens and accepts the connection from the devices. The port must not be
used by any other process.

TLS On/Off Off

The chechbox sets on encrypted communication between the device and the server. Must match with device
settings.

Aperio HUB

This device can be added under device ACU server.

PROPERTY RANGE DEFAULT

Address 24 hex digits.

MAC address of Aperio HUB AH-40, fill out the hex number R MAC from label on HUB and add eight zeroes
(00000000) to 24 hex digits

CredentialsOnlyOnline On/Off Off

Specifies whether all devices under this Aperio HUB work only in online mode without using custom memory
for credentials. If turned off, this property can be set for each Aperio Door under this Aperio HUB

Aperio Door

This device can be added under device Aperio HUB.

PROPERTY RANGE DEFAULT

Address 24 hex digits

MAC address of Aperio Door, fill out the hex number from label on lock and add eight zeroes (00000000) to 24
hex digits

CredentialsOnlyOnline On/Off Off

Specifies whether this Aperio door works only in online mode without using custom memory for credentials. If
it is turned on at the parent HUB, setting does not matter

Aperio Card Reader

This device can be added under device Aperio Door.

PROPERTY RANGE DEFAULT
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Integration Tests
   Test Name Result

Supported Functionality > Device Auto Import

T7FKUJ Device Auto import   Not supported

Comment: No longer supported

Supported Functionality > Time Synchronization

T0FAFL Unified Time Management - Time Synchronization When Changed on
Device

  Not supported

Comment: device time can not be changed

T0FWIK Unified Time Management - Time Synchronization on Driver Startup   Passed

T0FYDS Unified Time Management - Periodical Synchronization   Passed, cannot verify

Supported Functionality > Card Learning

T09UVU Personal Management - Card Learning   Passed

Supported Functionality > Access Time Restriction

T09LQY Personal Management - Access Time Restriction   Passed

Supported Functionality > Holidays Support

T09XRR Personal Management - Holiday Support   Passed

Supported Functionality > Pin Management

T09VMN Personal Management - Pin Management   Passed

Supported Functionality > Card Management

T09IND Personal Management - Card Management   Passed

Supported Functionality > Device Audit Log Retrieval

T2FESO Device Audit Log Retrieval   Passed

Supported Functionality > Remote Device Control

T04XSI Output Inhibit and Uninhibit Remotely From C4   Not supported

Comment: This test is applied to Fire alarm systems

T08ARF Door Lock and Unlock   Not supported

Comment: Commands Lock and Unlock have another behavior (Unlock -> remote unlock when
door is locked, Lock -> remote lock when door is unlocked or opened)

T08LON Door Remote Open   Passed

Device Category > ACS

T08FDN Door Open Permanently   Passed

Comment: Unlock permanently on E100 and others, door status Unlocked is indicated.

T08ICK Door Forced Open   Passed, cannot verify

T08JRH Door Open Too Long   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T08OCH Request to Exit Button   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T09CRN Personal Management - Handling Access Granted Event   Passed

T09EZJ Personal Management - Biometric - Fingerprint   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T09UPY Personal Management - Antipassback Forgiveness   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0BBCP Duress Alarm   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0BHSL Tamper   Passed, cannot verify

T0FCVB Contact Monitoring from Device   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0FLFU Activating Test Mode on Detector from Device   Not supported
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Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0FQCA Mains Failure   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0FVUH Activating Test Mode on Detector Remotely from C4   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T0FYGI Battery Failure   Passed

T3FIGI Output Activation and Deactivation   Not supported

Comment: not supported by Aperio

T7FHSW Missing HW Item   Passed
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Appendix A

Integration Tests
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T08FDN - Door Open Permanently
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for remote controlling of doors.

This test focuses on handling events and states when door is opened permanently.

Test Steps

Execute command “Open Permanently” on door

When door contact is present, simulate real door opening

Execute command “Close” on door

When door contact is present, simulate real door closing

Expected Results

After issuing the command "Open Permanently", the door status is set to Unblocked.

During real door opening, the door contact is activated and the door status is set to Open Indefinitely.

After issuing the command "Close", but door contact is still opened, door status remains Open Indefinitely.

After real door closing, the door contact is deactivated or the door relay timer expires, the door status returns to

Close (normal) state.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' send command 'Open Permanently' to 'DEVICE'.
Door 'DEVICE' opened permanently.
'PERSON' send command 'Close' to 'DEVICE'.
Where

DEVICE represents the door name

PERSON represents the name of person who executed the command.

Notes:

When door contact is not present or real door opening/closing is not simulated, after issuing both commands, the

door status is set to Open Indefinitely and then returns to Close (normal) state.

Test is considerabled as passed when you need to reverse step 4 and 3
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T08ICK - Door Forced Open
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for remote controlling of doors

This test focuses on handling events and statuses during the unauthorized opening of the door in a protected
system.

Test Steps
Activate door contact

Expected Results
1.Door status is set to Forcibly open

Following events are stored in audit log:
Door 'DEVICE' forced open.

Where

DEVICE represents the door name
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T08LON - Door Remote Open
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for remote controlling of doors.

Test Steps
Execute command “Open” on door
When door contact is present, simulate real door opening
When door contact is present, simulate real door closing

Expected Results
After issuing the command "Open", the door status is set to Unblocked.
During real door opening, the door contact is activated and the door status is set to Open.
After real door closing, the door contact is deactivated and the door status is set to Unblocked. If the
door relay timer also expires, the door status returns to Close (normal) state.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' send command 'Open' to 'DEVICE'.
'DEVICE' opened by 'PERSON'.

Where

DEVICE represents the door name
PERSON represents the name of person who executed the command
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T09CRN - Personal Management - Handling
Access Granted Event
This test verifies behavior of the driver when receiving the access granted event from the device.

Test Steps
Create new person
Assign the person a valid credential
Grant the person access to the access point
Send credentials to the device
Use the credential to access the access point

Expected Results
Person got access to specific access point
Access point status is set to Unblock

Following events are stored in audit log:
Access granted to 'PERSON' at 'DEVICE'

Where

PERSON represents the name of person who get access to device
DEVICE represents the door name
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T09IND - Personal Management - Card
Management
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for transferring the card credentials into the device
memory, allowing to define access permissions based on them.

Test Steps
Create new person
Grant the person access to the access point
Assign valid Card to this person
Send credentials to the device
Use the credential to access the access point

Expected Results
Person has correctly defined permissions in a device

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' cleared access data on 'DEVICE'
Access granted to 'PERSON1' at 'DEVICE1'.

Where

PERSON represents a name of person who executed the command
PERSON1 represents a name of person who used credentials on access point
DEVICE represents the device where the credentials are sent into
DEVICE1 represents a name of access point
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T09LQY - Personal Management - Access Time
Restriction
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for time limited access scenarios, allowing to update the
device configuration in that a way, that the access can be limited to some specific hours and/or days of the
week.

Test Steps
Create new person
Assign the person a valid credential
Grant the person access to the access point
Restrict the access permission with time restriction
Send credentials to the device
Check whether the restriction is applied correctly

Expected Results
The assigned time restriction is correctly applied
When person has no limitation in access it gets access granted event. When person has limited
access by time restriction it gets access denied event.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' cleared access data on 'DEVICE'
Access granted to 'PERSON1' at 'DEVICE1'.
Access denied to 'PERSON1' at 'DEVICE1'. Reason: Active time restriction

Where

PERSON represents a name of person who executed the command
PERSON1 represents a name of person who used credentials on access point
DEVICE represents the device where the credentials are sent into
DEVICE1 represents a name of access point

Notes:
Some devices might impose limits on the complexity and/or amount of available time
restrictions.These limits must be enumerated in test notes and validated during this test.
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T09UVU - Personal Management - Card Learning
This test verifies behavior of the driver when device provides enough information about the unknown card, that
card information can be constructed from these data and new card can be created in a system.

Test Steps
Create new person
Execute Learn Card feature on this person
Choose correct device for card learning
Slide the card on this device

Expected Results
A card of device supported type is created and assigned to the person

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' added 'CARDNAME' card to 'DECK'.
'PERSON' created 'CARDNAME'.
'PERSON' activated 'CARDNAME' card to 'PERSON1'.

Where:

PERSON represents a name of person who is executing the command
PERSON1 represents a name of person who got card assigned to
CARDNAME represents a name of card with it's card number
DECK represents a name of card deck

Notes:
Some devices might have some limitations in providing information abut the unknown card
Valid only on devices providing enough information about the unknown card, that the card information
can be constructed from these data and new card can be created in a system
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T09VMN - Personal Management - Pin
Management
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for transferring the PIN credentials into the device
memory, allowing to define access permissions based on them.

Test Steps
Create new person.
Grant the person access to the access point
Assign valid PIN to this person
Send credentials to the device
Check, whether the definitions were transferred correctly – either by reading the device memory
directly or by proving operation on the device

Expected Results
Person has correctly defined permissions in a device.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' cleared access data on 'DEVICE'
'AREA' was armed by 'PERSON1'.

Where

PERSON represents a name of person who executed the command
PERSON1 represents a name of person who used credentials on access point
DEVICE represents the device where the credentials are uploaded into
AREA represents the name of area

Notes:
Some devices might have some limitations in PIN length or some rules to define valid PIN.
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T09XRR - Personal Management - Holiday
Support
This test verifies behavior of the driver implementation for manipulation with a list of holidays in the device,
allowing to define the different rules for holidays than for normal working days or weekends.

Test Steps
Create new person 
Assign the person a valid credential
Create holiday set, containing the todays date
Send credentials to the device
Check whether the restriction is applied correctly
Modify holiday set that it doesn't contain todays date
Send credentials to the device
Check whether the restriction is applied correctly

Expected Results
1.The assigned time restriction is correctly applied

Following events are stored in audit log:
'PERSON' cleared access data on 'DEVICE'.

Where

PERSON represents a name of person who executed the command
DEVICE represents the device where the credentials are uploaded into

Notes:
Some devices might impose limits on the complexity and/or amount of available time
restrictions.These limits must be enumerated in test notes and validated during this test.
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T0BHSL - Tamper
This test  verifies behavior of the driver when processing the events about the device tampers on Access
systems, Alarm systems or devices with similar functionality.

Test Steps
Issue a tamper on detector, while detector is in disarmed state
Restore the tamper
Confirm the alarm from C4 UI.

Expected Results
Until the alarm confirmation, the detector has tamper status.

Following events are stored in audit log:
Tamper on 'DEVICE'.
Tamper completed on 'DEVICE'.
OR
Tamper 'DEVICE' restored by 'PERSON'.

Where

DEVICE represents a name of tampered detector.
PERSON represents a name of person who confirmed the alarm.

Notes:
Variation of this test is to confirm the tamper alarm from device keypad
Test must be reproducible on all devices that are capable of generating the tamper alarm
In case the device ends the tamper state automatically, there is no need to confirm the tamper from
C4 UI and the test is also considered as passed.
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T0FWIK - Unified Time Management - Time
Synchronization on Driver Startup
This test verifies correct implementation of the unified time management in driver. Driver is required to set up
the time on the device after the communication is established.

Test Steps
Set the device time 60 min back.
Start the endpoint
Wait until driver is fully started
Check the time on device

Expected Results
Device time is synchronized with C4 server current time.

Following events are stored in audit log:
Time set to 'DEVICE'. Offset with real time was '60' minutes

Where

DEVICE represents the name of the device
OFFSET is an absolute value of the time difference in minutes. Here it is expected to have value 59-
61,depending on the exact timing and measurement precision

Notes:
Event is stored only when the time difference is greater than 5 minutes
When the device has its own NTP server (or similar facility) this test is passed only when the
requirement for NTP server is stated in integration manual
Test is considered as passed also in case the event is not logged due to impossibility to retrieve
device time
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T0FYDS - Unified Time Management - Periodical
Synchronization
This test verifies correct implementation of the unified time management in driver. Driver is required to keep the

device time synchronous with C4 server time.

This test can be executed only on the devices that do not support the time change notification, as this feature

collides with test execution.

Test Steps

Set the value of property Time Synchronization Interval to 5 minutes.

Start the endpoint

Set the device time 60 min back

Wait 5 minutes

Check the time on device

Expected Results

Device time is synchronized with C4 server current time

Following events are stored in audit log:
Time set to 'DEVICE'. Offset with real time was 'OFFSET' minutes
Where

DEVICE represents the name of the device

OFFSET is an absolute value of the time difference in minutes. Here it is expected to have value 59-

61,depending on the exact timing and measurement precision

Notes:

Event is stored only when the time difference is greater than 5 minutes

Test is considered as passed also in case the event is not logged due to impossibility to retrieve device time
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T0FYGI - Battery Failure
This test verifies behavior of the driver event handling in case of battery or other backup power fault.

Test Steps
Disconnect the backup power
Wait until the disconnection is signalled
Reconnect the backup power
Wait until the reconnection is signalled

Expected Results
When backup power is disconnected device status is set to Fault state
After backup power is reconnected device status is set to real status of device.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'DEVICE' – low battery.
'DEVICE' – low battery restored.

Where

DEVICE represents the device where the power failure was detected.

Notes:
Test must be replicable on all types of devices that have independent power and are backed up by
battery or another power source.
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T2FESO - Device Audit Log Retrieval
This test verifies behavior of the driver when transferring events from the device audit log after establishing
communication. Standard behavior is that the driver reads all events from the device audit log, even events that
happened during periods of disconnection. 

Test Steps
Stop the endpoint
Wait for 1 minute
Execute operation on device that leads to the entry in the device audit log
Wait for 1 minute
Start the endpoint.

Expected Results
All events from the device that happened during disconnection are stored in audit log with original
time of the events on device, not with the time when they were read out from the device.

Following events are stored in audit log:
'DEVICE' started.

Where

DEVICE is a name of driver that was started
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T7FHSW - Missing HW Item
This test verifies behaviour of the driver in case the device configuration tree is incomplete. In that situation the
driver must, whenever it receives an event from device, log the missing Device event on the nearest parent node
of the device configuration or the driver node itself.

Test Steps
Stop the endpoint
Create an incomplete configuration tree with missing device.
Start the endpoint.
Generate some activity on the missing device.

Expected Results
Endpoint continues to work.

Following events are stored in audit log:
Configuration failure 'PARENTDEVICE': Missing device of category 'DEVICETYPE' with addre
ss: 'ADDRESS'. Detail: 'EVENT_DESCRIPTION'

Where

PARENTDEVICE represents the expected nearest parent device or the highest driver node.
DEVICETYPE represents the probable type of missing device.
ADDRESS represents the address/identifier of the missing device.
EVENT_DESCRIPTION represents untranslated text from the driver that should describe the event
that appear in the audit log in case of correct device tree configuration - for example "AC -
AreaAccessedEvent".

Notes:
Test must be repeatable on each node type that can be created in a tree and that can be removed
from device tree configuration without harming the core functionality (e.g. it doesn’t make sense to
remove the driver node itself or panel node when only one panel is allowed in configuration, but it’s
perfectly valid for detectors, contacts etc).


